WINE BY THE GLASS & BOTTLE
Rose

125ml

175ml

bottle

£4.95
ROSE, HALFPENNY GREEN,
STAFFORDSHIRE, ENGLAND
Summer berry fruits abound, refreshing light fruit on
the palate and a touch of sweetness

£6.95

£28.95

£4.65
VINHO VERDE ROSÉ, DOC,
CASA DE PAÇOS, PORTUGAL
One of the more attractive Vinho Verde rosés made
from the Vinhão grape, this is fresh, with bright acidity
and a crisp texture. The wine is ready to drink.

£6.50

£26.95

£4.95
MALBEC ROSÉ, FINCA EL ORIGEN,
UCO VALLEY, MENDOZA, ARGENTINA
A light pink colour. Fresh notes of strawberries and violets
abound in the nose, while the mouth surprises with a juicy
delicate structure.

£6.95

£27.95

£5.65
COTES DE PROVENCE ROSÉ, CHÂTEAU
DES VINGTINIERES, PATRICE MOREUX
Pale rose colour. The bouquet expresses a typicality
of Provence; intense early spring flowers, peaches
and apricots. Plenty of charm. A softly dry exquisite
finish.

£7.95

£33.00

125ml

175ml

bottle

£4.95

£6.95

£28.95

VIOGNIER, DOMAINE V LA GRANGE,
£4.85
PAYS D’OC, NARBONNE,
LANGUEDOC-ROUSSILLON, FRANCE
An intense and vibrant bouquet of apricots, peaches
and pear drops. The same flavours explode onto the
palate and are joined by a hint of vanilla and acacia
blossom.

£6.85

£28.90

£5.15
SAUVIGNON BLANC, ENTRE-DEUX-MERS,
CHÂTEAU LA GRANDE METAIRIE, BORDEAUX
Enticing light golden colour. Inviting aromas of
gooseberry, grapefruit and lime with a hint of
minerality on the palate. Bright and crisp with a vibrant
finish.

£7.20

£30.75

£4.95
PINOT GRIGIO, CASA AL FIUME
BY THE RIVER, DOC, VENEZIE, ITALY
Citrus freshness with natural richness and depth.
Vivacious and lingering with a dry tropical velvety finish.

£6.85

£28.50

£5.85
CHARDONNAY CRU, NICOPEJA,
BOSCO DEL MERLO, LISON-PRAMAGGIORE
DOC, VENETO, ITALY
Brilliant pale yellow colour and a fresh, fragrant and
typically fruity scent. Hints of varieties of golden apple
are easily recognisable. The taste is inviting, with an
agreeable acidic tone that exudes pleasantness.

£8.25

£34.80

£6.35
SAUVIGNON BLACK COTTAGE, RESERVE,
MARLBOROUGH NEW ZEALAND
Complex nose of gooseberry, passionfruit, crushed
herbs and a touch of sweet. The zesty palate is packed
full of tropical fruit flavours, has a delicious line of salinity
and a refreshingly dry finish.

£8.95

£35.90

WHITE
ANSON’S VALE, HALFPENNY GREEN,
STAFFORDSHIRE, ENGLAND
Aromas of pear on the nose, a lively citrus palate
with a good balance

WINE BY THE GLASS
RED

125ml

175ml

bottle

£4.95
PENNY RED, HALFPENNY GREEN,
STAFFORDSHIRE, ENGLAND
A classic English blend, fruit driven and well
rounded, with a complex plum, violet & sweet spice.
Medium bodied.

£6.95

£28.95

£4.95

£6.95

£29.75

SHIRAZ, WILDFLOWER, MCPHERSON WINES, £4.65
VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA, 2018
Displays dark luminous colours. Immediate bouquet
of wildflowers. Raspberry flavours, softly dry, packed
with red fruit with a lasting freshness on the palate.

£6.45

£27.50

MALBEC, ESTATE RANGE, FINCA EL ORIGEN,
UCO VALLEY, MENDOZA, ARGENTINA,
2018/21
Deep red, purple colour nose of red plum and
Morello cherries combined with floral notes such
as violets, hints of vanilla, chocolate and caramel,
velvety and silky structure, sweet ripe finish.

£4.95

£6.95

£29.75

RIOJA CRIANZA, MONTE OCIJO, BURKO
GORRI, BARGOTA, SPAIN, 2016
Dark ruby red colour. Fragrant nose of strawberries
with sensations of hazelnuts and red loganberries.
Silky smooth with a delightful velvety finish.

£5.20

£7.25

£31.00

DOURO DOC, TINTA BARROCA / SOUSAO,
PROVA CEGA, PORTUGAL, 2015
Brilliant reflective red. Notes of red fruits. Cherry
and mulberry on the palate, with a touch of
sweet spice.

£6.65

£6.30

£26.95

MERLOT DU CHÂTEAU FONGRAVE,
LA TOURELLE, BORDEAUX, FRANCE, 2016
Ruby violet red, lovely floral bouquet with notes of
raspberries and loganberries, generous and fruity
with good structure.

CHAMPAGNE & SPARKLING
HALFPENNY GREEN SPARKLING BRUT,
STAFFORDSHIRE, ENGLAND
Pinot Noir and Chardonnay blend, Elegant and refined.

		125ml

bottle

£48.00
£9.95
		

NYTIMBER CLASSIC CUVÉE, MULTI-VINTAGE
Distinctive toasty and spicy aromas. A palate of honey,
almond, pastry and baked apples gives it a hint of
decadence. Intense yet delicate, elegant yet complex –
consitently crowned one of the best English sparkling
wines.

£13.95

£55.00

PROSECCO, VINTAGE, RISERVA, TONON, CAMUL,
VALDOBBIADENE, ITALY, 2019
A most sophisticated taste of light Champagne.
Dry with soft vanilla and brioche taste. Full body
with amazing freshness.

£8.95

£39.95

MICHELLE SPARKLING ROSÉ, MUSCAT ROUGE,
		£7.95
KLAWER WINE CELLARS, OLIFANTS RIVER VALLEY,
WESTERN CAPE, SOUTH AFRICA SEMI DRY Gleaming
sparkling rose colour with a red hue.
Fresh strawberry aromas. Silky taste of strawberries and
raspberries with a sweet fruitiness and refreshing,
moreish sparkles that delight the palate.
PROSECCO ROSE, LUCIE, DOC, L'ANGELO DEL
FOCOLARE, ITALY
Has a wonderful freshness and leaves a flavoursome
sensation on the palate. Followed by a fruity and
harmonious aftertaste, accompanied by fruity and flowery
aromas with hints of ripe golden apple and small mountain
flowers.

£8.95

£37.50

£39.95

SELECTION BY CORAVIN

RED WINE
RUNRIG 2014, TORBRECK
BAROSSA VALLEY, AUSTRALIA

Glass: 70ml £25.00
Bottle: £235.00

The RunRig has often drawn comparison with the
beautifully fragrant & tautly structured wines produced
from the steep slopes of the Northern Rhône Valley’s
Appellation of Côte Rôtie, dense cherry plum and hints of
lavender all come to the fore with an underlying opulent
fruit profile of black olive, cassis and plum. A silky palate
with deep red cherryfruits, clove & liquorice all interwoven
with hints of sweet spice and cinnamon.
CHÂTEAU D'AMPUIS, GUIGAL, CÔTE-RÔTIE 2017
RHONE, FRANCE

Glass: 70ml £18.00
Bottle: £155.00

Produced from seven of the most exceptional plots of the
domain, Château d’Ampuis is a classy wine with toasty
aromas of black fruit. Its tannic structure and elegance
contribute to its ageing potential. The wine is a big rich
wine. It’s full-bodied, rich, and velvety, with vanilla accents
atop mixed berries. A bit jammy and exuberant right now.
AMARONE DELLA VALPOLICELLA 2007 DOCG, TEDESCHI
VENETO, ITALY
Glass: 70ml £15.00
Bottle: £140.00
This wine is made from grapes harvested in various
vineyards located on hills in the Valpolicella zone
(Mezzane and Tregnago hills). The wine has notes of vanilla
and ethereal airs depending on the period of aging in the
barrel; notes of sweet fruits such as currants, blueberries,
cherries depending on the varieties of grapes. This wine has
a velvety, raisiny character combined with the structure
and typical stylish bitterness to give it good balance. It has
an enduring and persistent flavour.
MAS DE LA ROSA 2017, TORRES
PRIORAT, CATALONIA, SPAIN

Glass: 70ml £35.00
Bottle: £275.00

From the llicorella (slate) vineyards above the town of
Porrera in Priorat. Steep and mule-ploughed, the 80-yearold vines are stunted things producing intensely flavoured
grapes. Dense and savoury, meaty, animally nose, very
fresh, light, aerated palate washed with juice, very light and
fresh finish with dark raspberry notes. You expect a certain
dryness of tannins in a wine so elegant but it’s fresh and
mouth-watering at the end.
BEAUNE PREMIER CRU 2014, BOUCHARD PÈRE ET FILS,
GREVES VIGNES DE L'ENFANT
BURGUNDY, FRANCE
Glass: 70ml £15.00
Bottle: £145.00
This monopole vineyard came into the Bouchard family in
1791, 60 years after the Maison was founded. This wine is
smoky and full of fruit and sweet tannins. With its balanced
tannins and rich fruits, it is developing well. The dense
structure behind the fruit promises good aging.

SELECTION BY CORAVIN

WHITE WINE
CHARDONNAY 2018, HARTFORD COURT, FAR COAST VINEYARD
SONOMA COUNTY, CALIFORNIA, USA
Glass: 70ml £15.00
Bottle: £145.00
Our Far Coast Vineyard is a cool site surrounded by
redwood forests, almost two hours north of the Russian
River on a Sonoma Coast Mountain ridge. This vintage of
the Far Coast Vineyard Chardonnay exhibits aromas of
orange zest, quince, yellow apple, dried fruits, and spice.
The flavours of tangerine, mandarin orange and quince
are followed by a long textural finish of minerals
and delicate fruit.

SEMILLON 2009, VAT 1, LANDMARK VINTAGE RELEASE
HUNTER VALLEY, AUSTRALIA
Glass: 70ml £18.00
Bottle: £155.00
The fruit for the 2009 Vat 1 Semillon was predominately
sourced from old best blocks on the Short Flat vineyard.  
The 2009 is fuller and softer in style than the 2008 with an
abundance of powerful citrus fruit flavours. The palate is
impeccably balanced with its strong citrus characters and
a crisp acid structure which leaves the wine with a clean
finish.
CHABLIS LES CLOS GRAND CRU 2019, DOMAINE WILLIAM FÈVRE
BURGUNDY, FRANCE
Glass: 70ml £20.00
Bottle: £165.00
This is the largest and most famous Grand Cru; its fame
based on its history as one of Chablis’ first vineyards.
Remarkably complex bouquet, blending fruity, floral, and
spicy notes with a substantial mineral touch. Structured
palate, opening up with age to give powerful, generous
wines.

BY THE BOTTLE
White
AUSTRIA
GRÜNER VELTLINER, BELVEDERE, LUKAS MARKOWITSCH,
CARNUNTUM, AUSTRIA, 2015/2020
Bright gold verging into green colour, almost like a New Zealand Sauvignon
with exotic flavours of mango and green lemon. Dry with an explosive finish
retaining plenty of fruit.

bottle
£35.95

AUSTRALIA
CHARDONNAY, ORGANIC, ANGOVE, MCLAREN VALE, 2018
Pale gold colour. Peach, lemon and cantaloupe melon flavours. Sublime
texture and good length with a soft finish.

£31.95

CHILE
SAUVIGNON BLANC RESERVA, SANTA CAROLINA,
LEYDA VALLEY, CHILE, 2020
Complex nose, cherry and oak overlays rich full-bodied palate with
great persistence.

£31.95

ENGLAND
£36.50
BACCHUS, CHAPEL DOWN, KENT
Classic southeast England Bacchus.  Grapefruit, gooseberry, passionfruit
and floral notes with tropical fruits, nettles, and crunchy acid on the palate.

SOUTH AFRICA
CHENIN BLANC / VIOGNIER, “ELIZABETH ALBERTHA”,
DU PLEVAUX, WELLINGTON, SOUTH AFRICA, 2019
Lemon gold colour, honeydew aroma, ripe apricots and white peach taste,
creamy full texture, expressive and balanced.

£30.95

SPAIN
ALBARINO, SEGREL AMBAR SAINÉS VALLEY,
RIAS BAIXAS, SPAIN 2020
This is a fresh and zesty Albarino with generous floral and peach aromas.
The palate is full-bodied with fresh acidity bursting with peach and citrus
fruit, green apple, kiwi and melon flavours. The wine finishes long
and aromatic.

£39.95

PORTUGAL
£35.95
ALVARINHO, VINHO VERDE DOC, CASA DO CAPITAO-MOR,
MONÇÃO & MELGAÇO, PORTUGAL, 2019
Crystal clear. Light citrus, intense aromas of limes, flowers and pineapple,
a slight touch of hazelnut. Fresh on the palate and crisp with soft weight
and a lengthy finish.

VINHO VERDE DOC, LOUREIRO & ARINTO, JOSE RAMOS,
CASA DE PAÇOS, PORTUGAL, 2019
Silvery gold colour. Aromas of fresh green pears. Fruity, aromatic taste
of white gooseberries with a crispy light finish.

£29.95

BY THE BOTTLE
WHITE

bottle

ITALY
GAVI DI GAVI, AZIENDA ZERBO, ITALY, 2020
Light Gold with a hint of green, a fresh delicate lime nose on a clean
citrusy palate appealing hint of grassiness on the finish.

£34.95

VERMENTINO, VIVI, MONTECARLO DOC,
TENUTA DEL BUONAMICO, TUSCANY, ITALY, 2018
Pale yellow tints, fresh perfumed bouquet of pear, limes, mineral note
leaving a crispy, superb and pleasant dryness on the palate.

£35.00

£35.00
VIOGNIER TOSCANA TENUTA DEL BUONAMICO ITALY 2020
Very fresh wine with a very intense perfume, floral, it has big hints of fruit,
citrus, peach and apricots.

LUGANA RISERVA DOC, VIGNE DI CATULLO, TENUTA ROVEGLIA, £41.65
LAKE GARDA, ITALY, 2017
Aromas of ripe orchard fruit, citrus, grilled herb and nuts delicately guide
the nose. Round and delicious, the medium-bodied palate delivers baked
yellow apple, creamy white peach, ginger and white almond alongside
tangy acidity.
FRANCE - ALSACE
GEWÜRZTRAMINER, GRAND CRU SCHLOSSBERG,
BERNARD HAAS & FILS, CÔTES DE KAYSERSBERG,
ALSACE, 2018
Light gold with intense aromas of flowers and spices. Beautifully fruity with
a slightly smoky taste. Aromatic and full in the mouth. A great experience.

£49.00

RIESLING, GRAND CRU SCHLOSSBERG, BERNARD HAAS & FILS,
CÔTES DE KAYSERSBERG, ALSACE, 2013
Light golden yellow, nose of orange and mandarin, crispy fruity with taste of
white fleshed fruits such as quince final touch of citrus.

£48.00

SYLVANER VIEILLES VIGNES, BERNARD HAAS & FILS,
CÔTES DE KAYSERSBERG, ALSACE, 2015
Pale silver yellow with green tints. Aromas of citrus and floral notes.
Crispy minerality, remarkable freshness and creaminess on the finish.

£34.95

FRANCE - LOIRE
£29.95
MUSCADET SUR LIE, COTES DE GRAND LIEU, CHRISTIAN JAULIN,
DOMAINE DU GRAND POIRIER, LOIRE, FRANCE, 2020
Pale silvery colour. An instant but persistent bouquet of acacia and greengage.
Light crisp body, full in the mouth with a dry sensation.

SANCERRE BLANC, “ÉTINCELLE”, DOMAINE TISSIER ROLAND,
LOIRE, FRANCE, 2016
Gleaming light gold. Aromas of citrus rind and orange. Long and sublime
flavours of mature peach. Focused and very complete.

£59.00

POUILLY FUMÉ, LA LOGE AUX MOINES, MONOPOLE, PATRICE
MOREUX, LOIRE, FRANCE, 2016
A plump edge, with brioche notes wrapped around a core of citrus oil,
grapefruit pulp and white peach. A smoky hint weaves through the
creamy finish. Alluring.

£59.00

BY THE BOTTLE
White
FRANCE - RHONE

Bottle

CHATEAUNEUF-DU-PAPE BLANC, DOMAINE ROGER PERRIN,
RHONE, FRANCE, 2010
Glimmering gold. Flavoursome displaying fruit, green apples, yellow
peaches and pineapple, with heartwarming dryness. Attractive freshness
on the palate.

£63.00

COTES DU RHONE BLANC DOMAINE L’HARMAS 2019
Pale straw yellow in colour and an elegant, toasted bread nose;
full-flavoured greengage character in the mouth with perfectly
balanced fruit and a long lingering finish.

£39.50

FRANCE - BURGUNDY
GIVRY BLANC, LES PLANTES SONT FLEURIS, COTE CHALONNAISE,
BOURGOGNE, FRANCE, - BIO ORGANIC 2018
This organic golden coloured Chardonnay has a floral nose. A saline note
supports a fruity character balanced with a delicate mineral finish typical
of the Cote Chalonnaise terroir

£56.50

£67.50
LADOIX BLANC, 1ER CRU, “LES GRECHONS”, DOMAINE
MARATRAY-DUBREUIL, BOURGOGNE, FRANCE, 2016
Limpid Light gold colour, aromas of exotic chardonnay, floral and acacia, a creamy
sensation of pears on the palate, full and fresh

SAINT ROMAIN, HENRI DELAGRANGE, BOURGOGNE FRANCE,
2018/19
Floral aromas on the nose, with a pleasing lemon and citrus fruit flavour in
the mouth. Its freshness combined with a strong minerality gives this wine
an elegant quality.

£60.00

CHABLIS, ST. VALENTIN, DOMAINE VOCORET & FILS, BOURGOGNE, £48.95
FRANCE, 2018/20
Luminescent gold with gentle stone and citrus fruits on the nose. Vivid palate
of limestone, minerality, finishing with an uplifting sensation.
CHABLIS, 1ER CRU, MONTÉE DE TONNERRE,
DOMAINE VOCORET & FILS, BOURGOGNE, FRANCE, 2018/19
A pale golden colour, with a delicate bouquet of pears and apples.
Generous and rich flowery flavours, long in the mouth.

£65.00

VIRÉ-CLESSÉ, L’ELIXIR DE LA ROCHE, DOMAINE PIERRE FERRAUD,
BOURGOGNE, FRANCE, 2018
Light gold-green colour. Nose of greengage, taste of stone fruits, silky with a
voluptuous sensation of apricot on the finish.

£38.00

POUILLY-FUISSÉ, L’ENTREROCHES, DOMAINE PIERRE FERRAUD,
BOURGOGNE, FRANCE, 2018/19
Limpid golden robe with greenish glints, expressive aromas of brioche
and orange blossom.

£55.95

PULIGNY MONTRACHET, 1ER CRU, “LES CHALUMEAUX”,
CHARTON ET TRÉBUCHET, BOURGOGNE, FRANCE, 2012
Silver bright colour with a hint of gold, upfront big nose, lots of big fruit
flavours. Butter and hazelnut, full rich classic, firm.

£125.00

MEURSAULT BLANC, DOMAINE HENRI DELAGRANGE ET FILS,
BOURGOGNE, FRANCE 2019
A rich, full-bodied wine, this has ripe stone and citrus fruit flavours with a
touch of oak and nutty and buttery elements.

£106.00

BY THE BOTTLE
Red

bottle

ARGENTINA
MALBEC, RESERVE ESTATE, FINCA EL ORIGEN, UCO VALLEY,
MENDOZA, ARGENTINA, 2019
Deep red, purple colour nose of red plum and Morello cherries combined
with floral notes such as violets.

£34.00

AUSTRALIA
CABERNET SAUVIGNON, ULTRA VINEYARD CHAMPION,
CHALICE BRIDGE, MARGARET RIVER, AUSTRALIA, 2005
Soft and velvety with a cascade of rhubarb and raspberries layered over
chocolate sweetness.

£45.00

SHIRAZ, MILLICENT ROAD, COONAWARRA, AUSTRALIA, 2011
Dark red colour, nose of raspberry and mulberry fruit, layered with
chocolate, vanilla and spice with sheer length.

£40.50

CHILE
MALBEC CABERNET FRANC
COOL MOUNTAIN SPECIALITIES FIELD BLEND, RARE BREED,
SANTA CAROLINA, CURICÓ VALLEY, CHILE, 2013
Deep intense ruby red, aromas of cherries and violets, great concentration
of currants and cranberries on the palate. Reveals truffle and roasted
hazelnuts on the finish.

£34.95

CARMÉNÈRE RESERVA, SANTA CAROLINA, CACHAPOAL VALLEY,
CHILE, 2016
Inky dark red colour. Notes of ripe figs. Enticing cassis and currants, round
velvety tannins and a juicy fruit character.

£32.95

SOUTH AFRICA
SHIRAZ, DU PLEVAUX, WELLINGTON, SOUTH AFRICA, 2017
Rich feel, ripe cherry and condensed strawberries on the nose. Fruit driven
on the palate with a wonderful sensation of warm plums on the finish.

£31.95

SPAIN
RIOJA RESERVA, BIURKO GORRI, ALAVESA, SPAIN, 2014
(ORGANIC)
Garnet red colour. Berries on the nose delivering flavours of dark fruits and
chocolate, with a touch of vanilla on the ending.

£38.95

RIBERA DEL DUERO RESERVA VALTRAVIESO 2017
A wine of intense brightness and excellent depth, with some delightful fruit
aromas, undergrowth notes, blackberries, chocolate and liquorice, all
assaulting the nose; a blend brimming with sensuality and revealing a
mineral undertone that makes its character stand out even more.

£56.95

£55.50
PRIORAT, SELECCIÓ ESPECIAL, FINCA TOBELLA, CATALUNYA,
SPAIN 2017
Spicy on the nose, with mature, slightly herbal berry-fruit scents. This feels
dynamic despite showing roasted flavours of red berry, pepper and wild herbs.

PORTUGAL
DÃO DOC RESERVA, QUINTA DAS CAMÉLIAS, PORTUGAL, 2015
Brilliant dark red with purple reflections. Aromas of black plum, bergamot
and violet married with vanilla, and cocoa on the palate. Full in the mouth
with plenty of character and silky tannins.

£32.95

BY THE BOTTLE
RED
bottle
ITALY
NEGROAMARO SALENTO, VILLA MOTTURA, PUGLIA, ITALY 2020
Intense aroma of ripe fruit, pepper, tobacco and walnut. A velvety,
full-bodied feel on the palate.

£31.95

£35.95

CHIANTI CLASSICO, BELLO STENTO, DOCG,
TENUTA LA MADONNINA, GREVE, TUSCANY, ITALY, 2014
The superb combination of Sangiovese, Canaiolo, Trebbiano and Malvasia
grapes give an attractive Loganberry colour. The deep cherries and plums
natural flavours are perfectly uplifted by the Slovenian oak.
A real taste of Tuscany.

£34.95

BAROLO DI BAROLO, VIRNA BORGOOGNO, PIEMONTE, ITALY,
2010
Crushed violet-red, nose of rose and liquorice, vibrant palate delivers
blackberry and hint of eucalyptus fine finish with striking excellence
that will last for a decade.

£80.00

AMARONE DELLA VALPOLICELLA DOCG, CLASSICO, BRUNELLI,
VERONA, ITALY, 2016
Red-violet colour. Nose of redcurrants and blueberries. Warming sensation
of cherries with a hint of vanilla on the palate. Good balance
and great elegance.

£69.95

AMARONE RISERVA DOCG CAMPO INFERI BRUNELLI, VERONA,
2015 ITALY
Its flavour is warm and mouth-filling and evokes melted chocolate,
cherries preserved in brandy, plums and redcurrants. It is full-bodied,
velvety and almost chewy., The after-taste is satisfying, sumptuous
and persistent.
SUPER TUSCAN, IL MANDORLO, TENUTA LA MADONNINA,
TRIACCA, GREVE, TUSCANY, ITALY, 2011
Warm dark colour with red tints. Bouquet surging with cedar and black
damsons with a lovely flavour of ripe mulberries.

£125.00

£36.95

FRANCE - ALSACE
£39.50
PINOT NOIR, RESERVE PERSONNELLE, BERNARD HAAS & FILS,
CÔTES DE KAYSERSBERG, ALSACE, 2016/18
Crimson red colour. Evocative aroma of raspberries and cherries. Expressive
red berry fruit with a clean purity on the palate. Lovely vibrant elegant style.

FRANCE - RHONE VALLEY
CHÂTEAUNEUF-DU-PAPE ROUGE, DOMAINE DE L’HARMAS,
RHÔNE, FRANCE, 2018/20
Deep colour aromas of dark berry fruits and plum. Silky in texture with a hint
of savoury black pepper spice with a beautiful mineral finish.

£59.50

£45.00
GIGONDAS, CHÂTEAU DE MONTMIRAIL, RHÔNE, FRANCE, 2015
Brilliant dark red colour. The bouquet expresses cherries, cassis, the warming
feeling of chocolate with plenty of fruit on the palate and a good body.

BY THE BOTTLE
Red
bottle
FRANCE - BURGUNDY
BEAUJOLAIS VILLAGES CHATEAU DE POUGELON, BOURGOGNE,
FRANCE, 2018
Soft and fruity, this wine has attractive red-cherry flavours and a line of crisp
acidity. A touch of spice gives this round wine its final lift.

£29.95

MORGON, LES CHARMES, PIERRE FERRAUD, BOURGOGNE,
FRANCE, 2018/19
Rub colour. A brilliant flash of youth, ripe fruit, and full-bodied with red fruit,
prunes and stones of red berries, soft tannins with good firmness towards
the end.

£39.50

£39.50
FLEURIE, LE REPOSOIR, PIERRE FERRAUD, BOURGOGNE,
FRANCE, 2019
Brilliant red colour. Floral with notes of banana skin. Displays a good balance
of lingering crushed red fruits on the palate with a mouth-watering finish.

PINOT NOIR DE GEVREY JEAN MICHEL GUILLON, BOURGOGNE,
FRANCE, 2019
Hints of red fruits and the tannin is delicate and well-integrated, in the mouth
it is fresh and pleasant and recalls the fruit and minerality.

£65.00

VOSNE ROMANEE VILLAGES, CÔTE DE NUITS, JACQUE CACHEUX
BOURGOGNE, FRANCE, 2018
Medium ruby nose medium intensity earth blueberry raspberry blackberry
palate dry medium acidity medium body tannin finish quality very good.

£77.95

NUITS ST. GEORGES, DOMAINE HUDELOT-NOELLAT,
BOURGOGNE, FRANCE, 1996
Crimson red on a big spicy roasted nose, plenty of blackberry and cherry
Pinot Noir flavours integrated with New Oak.

£120.00

GEVREY CHAMBERTIN, DOMAINE DAVID DUBAND CÔTE
DE NUITS, FRANCE, BOURGOGNE 2018
Bursting with notes of cherries, berry preserve and cassis, with a little hint
of the savoury nuance to come.

£125.00

FRANCE - BORDEAUX
CHÂTEAU CLOS CHAUMONT, BORDEAUX, FRANCE, 2016
OWNED BY CHÂTEAU ANGELUS SAINT-EMILION
Dark red colour. Well defined clean bouquet of cassis with a taste of black
raspberries on a background of cedarwood. Lively fullness on the finish.

£39.95

CHÂTEAU CANTELOUP, HAUT-MÉDOC, BORDEAUX, FRANCE, 2016
Almost black with upfront red and black fried fruit, somewhat herbal with
warm spiced oak on the nose.

£36.95

CHÂTEAU LE CHAY PUISSEGUIN, ST EMILLION, BORDEAUX,
FRANCE, 2016
Dark red colour. Well defined clean bouquet of cassis with a taste of black
raspberries on a background of cedarwood. Lively fullness on the finish.

£38.00

CHÂTEAU GRAND CORBIN D’ESPAGNE, GRAND CRU CLASSÉ,
SAINT-ÉMILION, BORDEAUX, FRANCE, 2011
Purple-red exhibiting sweet blueberry and blackberry fruit with notes of
liquorice, opulent on the palate with an easy-drinking charm.

£75.00

BY THE BOTTLE
Red
bottle
FRANCE - BORDEAUX
CHÂTEAU DES MOINES, LALANDE DE POMEROL, BORDEAUX,
FRANCE, 2015
An intense grenate red robe, rich in aroma, delicate sensations of little red
fruits with a hint of oak. Ample in the mouth, silky and well balanced.

£55.00

CHÂTEAU NENIN, POMEROL, BORDEAUX, FRANCE, 1996
Attractive red robe, aromas of dark plums and chocolate with an opulent
red woodland fruit on the finish.

£135.00

CHÂTEAU TALBOT, 4ÉME CRU CLASSÉ, SAINT-JULIEN AOC,
BORDEAUX, FRANCE, 2006
Rich red, expressive perfumed bouquet of violets, good sweet substance
on a palate of purple fruits, a juicy appealing classic.

£175.00

CHÂTEAU DESMIRAIL, 3ÉME GRAND CRU CLASSÉ, MARGAUX,
FRANCE, 2009
Dark red-black, distinct cassis on the first aroma, followed by raspberry
conserve, chocolate and grilled oak. A dusty character with floral nuances.
Big and amazingly balanced.

£115.00

£165.00
CHÂTEAU BATAILLEY, 5ÉME GRAND CRU CLASSÉ, PAULLIAC,
BORDEAUX, FRANCE, 2016
Lifted, sweet and very Pauillac on the nose. Thick and sweet on the palate
though – rather different from the nose. Pretty sharp on the palate with some
overtones of the right bank even though the nose is pure Pauillac.

CHÂTEAU HAUT MARBUZET, CRU BOURGEOIS, ST. ESTEPHE,
FRANCE, 1995
Magnificent expansive deep red, extraordinary bouquet of cacao and
damsons, rich nuances of grilled oak, cedar and 'fruits confit'. Full-bodied,
combining strength with elegance.

£160.00

CHAMPAGNE & SPARKLING
SPARKLING
NYETIMBER CLASSIC CUVÉE MULTI-VINTAGE
Distinctive toasty and spicy aromas. A palate of honey, almond,
pastry and baked apples gives it a hint of decadence. Intense
NYETIMBER CUVÉE CHÉRIE, DEMI-SEC, MULTI-VINTAGE
Light golden hues and a slight silver undertone illuminate this
delicately effervescent wine. Aromas of pure lemon, mineral,
honey and a hint of tangerine fill the nose. The palate has a lively,
sweet lemon start offset by a crisp acidity and a very clean, pure
structure.
NYETIMBER ROSÉ
This beautiful sunset-pink Multi-Vintage rosé has us dreaming of
long, sunny days. Offering a unique combination of aromas,
including British summer fruits and shortbread. Its creamy, round
texture and refreshing redcurrant, raspberry and cherry flavours
give it an elegant and silky finish.

bottle
£65.00

£65.00

£70.00

NYETIMBER BLANC DE BLANCS 2014 100% CHARDONNAY
Light gold hue and a fine, delicate mousse. Aromas of citrus and
honeysuckle lead into subtle brioche and vanilla characters. The
palate offers generous yet elegant notes of baked lemon and white
peach with the warmth of the vintage shining through. Subtle
mineral notes accentuate the fresh, crisp acidity, leading to a long
and complex finish.

£85.00

NYETIMBER 1086 PRESTIGE CUVÉE
The first-ever Prestige Cuvee made in England, 1086 represents
the pinnacle of winemaking. 2010 vintage has a rich and generous
fruit character alongside a savoury and caramelised flavour (the
result of almost a decade of ageing).

£185.00

CHAMPAGNE
LOUIS ROEDERER BRUT PREMIER CHAMPAGNE NV
From the maker of Cristal, a deliciously rich Champagne with an
overt fruitiness and nutty, yeasty notes. A long, complex rewarding
finish.

bottle
£69.00

£89.00

DOM PÉRIGNON BRUT VINTAGE
Dom Pérignon has a deservedly fine reputation. Rich, bready and
yeasty with vanilla aromas and floral notes overlaying an intense,
sumptuous palate of citrus, apple, and pear. Very elegant with a
super-fine mousse and long finish.

£245.00

SWEET WINE
70ml

bottle

SAUVIGNON, RIESLING, GEWURZTRAMINER,
2010
SWEET WINE, LATE HARVEST, VINA CASABLANCA,
CHILE (50CL)
Pale yellow colour with a rich succulent bouquet of limes,
wild apricot, exotic mango and papaya taste.
Full-bodied with clean sweetness.

£5.20

£32.50

2015
CHÂTEAU MARTILLAC CUVÉE DE L’ARMATEUR,
LOUPIAC, FRANCE (HALF BOTTLE - 37.5CL)
Light yellow colour. Intense sweet-smelling scent of honey
with a hint of orange, apricot and quince on the palate.
Aromatic with a delicious fruit sensation.

£5.00

£23.95

CHATEAU MAYNE DES CARMES, SAUTERNES,
1988
FRANCE
Brilliant yellow with a touch of orange. Open nose of passion
fruit, mint and just a touch of white tobacco. Flavours of pears,
grapefruit and spice cake, rich but with an enjoyable fresh finish.

£9.50

£85.00

VINSANTO DEL CHIANTI CLASSICO,
2007
IL ROSIGNOLO, CASANUOVA DI AMA,
GAIOLE IN CHIANTI, ITALY (50CL)
Brilliant yellow with a touch of orange. Open nose of passion
fruit, mint and just a touch of white tobacco. Flavours of pears,
grapefruit and spice cake, rich but with an enjoyable fresh finish.

£8.50

£60.00

TOKAJI ASZÚ 5 PUTTONYOS, ST. STEPHAN’S
2011
CROWN, HUNGARY (50CL)
This wine comforts with flavours of Aszú berries and their
inherent sweetness. It is long-aged in oak casks that give
special fragrances and flavours such as honeyed apricot
and orange.

£8.25

£50.00

2008
COTEAUX DU LAYON 1ER CRU CHAUME,
DOMAINE MICHEL BLOUIN, LOIRE, FRANCE,
A great class of Coteaux du Layon issue from five successful
tris gathered from late picked botrytis Chenin gleaming gold
perfume of honey on the nose with exotic fruits on the palate.
Exquisite finesse.

£5.50

£47.50

SHIRAUME GINJO UMESHU,
(PLUM-INFUSED SAKE) AKASHI-TAI, JAPAN
Sweet, with rich plum, date, cherry and almond
flavours and a refreshing, dry finish. Umeshu is made
by macerating ume plums in premium sake and
adding sugar to balance.

nv

£7.00

£43.00

2018

£13.00

£71.00

VIDAL ICEWINE, INNISKILLIN GOLD
NIAGARA PENINSULA, CANADA
Tremendous 2018 vintage Canadian icewine from
inniskillin! Made with 100% vidal grapes, which are
harvested and pressed when they are completely
frozen solid, which allows for a more concentrated
liquid to be extracted.  Syrupy sweet peaches and
apricots, honey on buttered, toasted brioche.

SWEET WINE
70ml

bottle

TOKAJI ASZÚ 6, PUTTONYOS, PATRICIUS,
TOKAJ, HUNGARY
A delicious, sweet wine from Hungary’s tokaj classic,
tokaji aszú 6 puttonyos is an absolutely lip-smacking
expression from the year 1999. It’s made with furmint
and hárslevelu grapes and boasts a wonderful amber
colour, packed full of sweet citrus notes and warming
spices with a tangy well-balanced acidity.

1999

£15.00

£95.00

VIN DE CONSTANCE, KLEIN CONSTANTIA,
CONSTANTIA, SOUTH AFRICA
Pure gold in colour. The nose presents an enticing
encounter, layered with seville orange marmalade,
honeysuckle, and ginger. Unctuously full bodied with
intense flavours ranging from dried mango to fresh
vanilla and lively citrus zest.

2016

£17.50

£115.00

FORTIFIED WINE
70ml

bottle

MADEIRA
£6.20

HENRIQUES & HENRIQUES,
MEDIUM DRY, 5 YEARS

SHERRY
BARBADILLO, AMONTILLADO,
MEDIUM DRY

£6.20
		

TIO PEPE, DRY

£6.20

HARVEYS BRISTOL CREAM, SWEET 		

£6.20

VINTAGES MAY VARY FROM YEAR TO YEAR

FORTIFIED WINE

PORT		

70ml

bottle

PORT, TAWNY, SOCALCOS DA REDE, PORTUGAL
Limpid amber red. Aromas of dried fruits. Intense and
fine palate of figs, jams and vanilla.

£4.00

£35.00

PORT, FONSECA, LATE BOTTLED VINTAGE,
UNFILTERED, PORTO, PORTUGAL, 2008
Lovely old fashioned Port. Exquisite blackcurrant fruit
with enticing raisin aromas. Good structure with a
full and deep finish.

£5.75
£45.00
		

PORT, CROFT, QUINTA DA ROEDA, VINTAGE,
PORTUGAL, 2002
Deep ruby with a purple edge. Attractive cassis
nose with powerful, concentrated fruit aromas.
Fresh, rich, firm and full of fruit including, dark
berries and chocolate. A wine with a good body,
structure, and length.

£7.00
		

£65.00

VINTAGE
£24.50
1997 TAYLOR FLADGATE
Saturated black/purple-coloured, with stunning aromatics of
blueberries, blackberries, liquorice, and iron, this spectacular
vintage port is one of the stars of the vintage. Extremely full-bodied,
with silky tannin, spectacular concentration and purity, multiple
flavour levels, and an evolved, forward personality, this is an
exquisite yet precocious 1997 vintage port.

£260

		
£25.50
£270
1994 FONSECA
One of the most spectacular 1994s, this opaque, purple
coloured wine is an exotic, flamboyant, ostentatious port.
Extremely fragrant and pungent, with a flashy display of jammy
cassis, pepper, liquorice, and truffles, this port is an attentiongrabber. Awesomely rich, and full-bodied, with superb length,
richness, and overall balance, it possesses a huge mid-palate,
layers of flavour, an unctuous texture, and a blockbuster finish.

LOW ALCOHOL
125ml

175ml

Bottle

£3.00

£3.95

£16.95

£3.00
MERLOT, BON VOYAGE, FRANCE
0.5% low alcohol, expressive bouquet, unveiling notes
of red fruit, blackcurrant & cherry, smooth & silky tannins

£3.95

£16.95

SAUVIGNON BLANC, BON VOYAGE, FRANCE
0.5% low alcohol, zesty, zingy and refreshing

